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Abstract
In managing environmental problems, several countries have chosen the management by objectives
(MBO) approach. This paper investigates how focus group participants from the Swedish
environmental administration used metaphors to describe the mode of organization needed to attain
environmental objectives. Such analysis can shed light on how an MBO system is perceived by
actors and how it works in practice. Although the Swedish government intended to stimulate broadbased cooperation among many actors, participants often saw themselves as located at a certain
“level,” i.e., “higher” or “lower,” in the MBO system—that is, their conceptions corresponded to a
traditional, hierarchical interpretation of MBO. Prepositions such as “in” and “out” contributed to
feelings of inclusion and exclusion on the part of MBO actors. However, horizontal metaphors
merged with vertical ones, indicating ongoing competition for the right to interpret how the system
of environmental objectives should best be managed. The paper concludes that any organization
applying MBO could benefit from discussing alternate ways of talking and thinking about its
constituent “levels.”

Key words: metaphors, social representations, environmental objectives, management by objectives
(MBO), sustainable development
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In recent decades, increasing worldwide attention has been paid to attaining sustainable
development (Sneddon et al. 2006), and related efforts have motivated new political action strategies
in various national contexts, not least in the environmental area (Lundqvist 2004). In several national
and international contexts, management by objectives (MBO) is now being used for environmental
governance.1 This means that to achieve long-term ecological sustainability, environmental
objectives are being agreed on by politicians, for subsequent implementation and assessment by civil
servants in local, regional, and national contexts (e.g., Edvardsson 2004; Government Bill
2009/10:155; Government of UK 2005; Nilsson et al. 2009).2 A main argument for introducing MBO
in public environmental management is that the establishment of guiding visions is an efficient way
of overcoming problems related to coordinating heterogeneous actors to implement sustainable
development programs (Voss et al. 2007). However, such an application of MBO also gives rise to
new challenges.
A major governance challenge concerning sustainable development is managing
change when power is distributed among many societal actors and across several subsystems
(Meadowcroft 2007; Voss et al. 2007). In public environmental MBO, a wide variety of actors
operate on local, regional, national, and international scales, in the environmental bureaucracy and
other societal sectors. Although the overarching agenda is set by politicians at the national,
transnational, and international levels, other actors have the power to choose how to attain the given
objectives (Voss et al. 2007). Meadowcroft (2007, p. 308) argues that “navigating in such complex
contexts—advancing an ambitious reform agenda when power is fragmented among many actors and
subsystems—implies a turn toward a more interactive/reflective mode of governance.” Such
governance builds on interaction between power centers in defining sustainability objectives and in
1

Countries where MBO is used for public environmental management include Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands,
Germany, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia.
2
Such national environmental objectives include the Swedish environmental objectives “reduced climate impact,”
“flourishing lakes and streams,” and “zero eutrophication” (http://www.miljomal.nu/english.php), and the Australian
objectives “protect threatened species and ecological communities” and “achieve ecologically sustainable management
of Australia’s water resources and water-dependent ecosystems”
(http://environment.gov.au/biodiversity/publications/objectives/pubs/objectives.pdf ).
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taking action to achieve them. This, however, does not come about by itself. For
interactive/reflective governance to happen, we must encourage reflection “about societal
circumstances in order to reassess practices and adjust initiatives” horizontally across society as well
as vertically in governments (Meadowcroft 2007, p. 308). In a public environmental MBO system,
one relevant social circumstance that affects practices and initiatives would be how actors, when
given the power of choosing how to achieve the given objectives, perceive and articulate their own
and others’ roles and responsibilities in efforts to achieve the objectives.
MBO is fundamentally a hierarchical system, building on the idea that objectives
should be formulated at the “top level” of an organization and subsequently percolate through the
organization to the “lower levels,” at which action should be taken to achieve the objectives (Nilsson
et al. 2009; Rogers and Hunter 1992). The present paper focuses on the Swedish system of
environmental objectives, which is an incarnation of sectoral responsibility in that it shifts the focus
from “viewing environment as a policy domain in its own right to viewing environment as a sector
responsibility to be integrated into all economic sectors” (Nilsson et al. 2009, p. 8). In this respect,
the Swedish system of environmental quality objectives fits well with the idea of environmental
policy integration, which has gained increasing ground in environmental policy and management.
Here, the system emphasizes that environmental concerns should be integrated into all societal
sectors (Lafferty and Hovden 2003) and that “interactions among actors are central to policy
processes” (Nilsson 2005, p. 209).
This paper starts from the assumption that actors operating in a public environmental
MBO system find themselves in tension between a hierarchical management model and more
horizontal ideals of environmental policy integration and cooperation between various societal actors
in efforts to achieve environmental objectives. Understanding how key actors describe and handle
this tension is important for the development of steering strategies for attaining sustainable
development, since “the attitudes of decision makers are an important part of the complex reality of
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environmental issues and are now recognized as being central to environmental policy formation”
(Swaffield 1998, p. 495). The present paper aims to analyze how key actors in the Swedish
environmental bureaucracy perceived and communicated their roles and responsibilities in an
environmental MBO system. Furthermore, the paper will analyze how these actors perceived the
organization in which they worked and the management ideals underlying it. The paper will also
examine how they perceived their relationships with other actors and their opportunities for
communication across administrative boundaries. In particular, the paper will discuss how the
interviewed key actors positioned themselves as actors in the MBO system through their use of
metaphorical language.
One critical element of an interactive/reflective approach to governance is the
examination of interactions among actors to learn about their interests, perspectives, and capacities
(Meadowcroft 2007). The present paper employs focus group interactions between key actors in
Swedish public environmental MBO as means to explore how they used metaphorical descriptions to
orient themselves in the system of environmental MBO. The focus on language use in general and on
metaphors in particular is motivated by the assumption that language “enables and limits the range of
practices and interactions in which actors can engage” (Feindt and Oels 2005, p. 166). In the rapidly
growing field of discourse analytical studies of environmental policy and management, scholars have
highlighted the importance of language use in analyzing “the messy and complex interactions that
make up the environmental policy process” (Hajer and Versteeg 2005, p. 176). Such analysis may
enhance our understanding of how central concepts such as sustainable development are
implemented amidst a constant struggle over their meaning. Discourse analysis can make sense of
this struggle, for example, through revealing the role of language in shaping practices (Hajer and
Versteeg 2005). From a discourse analytical perspective, language is seen not as a neutral messenger
of ideas and interests or as a mere mirror of reality, but as something that can influence the formation
of preferences and interests and shape actors’ views of the world (Feindt and Oels 2005; Hajer and
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Versteeg 2005). The analysis of metaphors is central to discourse analysis (Hajer and Versteeg
2005), since metaphors are one of the most powerful tools used in producing new knowledge, and
thus strongly influence how we conceive of the world around us (Hajer and Versteeg 2005; Harré et
al. 1999; Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Swaffield 1998; Varan 1998). Lakoff and Johnson (1980, p. 4)
hold that “most of our ordinary conceptual system is metaphorical in nature.” In other words,
activities that we engage in every day are likely to be cognitively structured by metaphors.
Metaphors highlight certain aspects of a phenomenon, concept, or situation while hiding others
(Swaffield 1998). In the case of environmental MBO, the use of metaphors may, for example,
foreground some relationships between actors while concealing others.
This is not to say, however, that all governance problems can be reduced to language
use, or that if only we changed the types of metaphors used, MBO would work more smoothly.
Many other factors influence the success of public environmental MBO, such as political will to
prioritize the attainment of environmental objectives, allocation of resources (e.g., money, time, and
personnel) to formulate objectives and targets, implement action plans, and evaluate results, the clear
formulation of goals and targets (Edvardsson 2004), synergies between goals rather than goal
conflicts (Wandén 2007), transparency in division of responsibilities (Johansson 2008), and
appropriate communication channels (Wibeck 2009a; Wibeck et al. 2006). Nevertheless, identifying
and discussing metaphors used by key actors in the environmental bureaucracy to make sense of
their day-to-day practices may further the development of interactive/reflective governance. Such
governance calls for key actors to reflect on how their patterns of action, their frames and structures,
compound persistent problems (Hendriks and Grin 2007; Voss and Kemp 2005). Hendriks and Grin
(2007, p. 334) note that “governing for sustainability requires a continuous reconsideration of the
practices, structures and outcomes of governance.” When the metaphor systems that structure
management perceptions are made visible to actors in an environmental bureaucracy, these actors
may be empowered to reflect on and hence handle some of the communication problems that arise
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from conflicts between different ways of conceiving the preferred and actual organization of the
environmental administration (cf. Marková 1996).

Swedish environmental policy: the system of environmental quality objectives
In Sweden, the MBO approach was chosen for application in environmental governance in 1999.
Since 1999, efforts to achieve sustainability have been channeled through first fifteen and, more
recently, sixteen national environmental quality objectives (Government Bill 2009/10:155).3 The
MBO process demands that objectives be established, their attainment directed, and the results
measured (Voss et al. 2007). In Swedish public environmental MBO, the Swedish Parliament
determines the environmental objectives and interim targets to be implemented and assessed by civil
servants in the appropriate contexts (Edvardsson 2004). One reason advanced by the Swedish
government for introducing an MBO structure for environmental policy was that such a structure
would bring about increased cooperation to create a better environment:
Environmental quality goals will constitute the basis of a system of management by objectives and results, which in
the Government’s view is the most effective way of implementing a broad environmental strategy involving
participants in all sectors. (Government Bill 1997/98:145, p. 3)

The Swedish system of environmental quality objectives could be regarded as an
attempt to tackle what Kettl (2002) identifies as the basic challenge of contemporary public
management, i.e., to integrate collaborative, horizontal systems with the hierarchical, specialized,
and functional systems that distinguish traditional bureaucracy. The system also presupposes power
distribution, in that the agenda for sustainable development set by Parliament is very broad. To attain
the overarching goal of sustainable development, power to choose appropriate means for achieving
3

These are: reduced climate impact, clean air, natural acidification only, a non-toxic environment, a protective ozone
layer, a safe radiation environment, zero eutrophication, flourishing lakes and streams, good-quality groundwater, a
balanced marine environment, flourishing coastal areas and archipelagos, thriving wetlands, sustainable forests, a varied
agricultural landscape, a magnificent mountain landscape, a good built environment, and a rich diversity of plant and
animal life (http://www.miljomal.nu/Environmental-Objectives-Portal/).
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the goal is dispersed among a variety of actors, in the environmental bureaucracy and other societal
sectors.
A fairly complex organizational structure has been created to administer the Swedish
MBO system. On the one hand, Swedish environmental policy is distinguished by the principle of
sectoral responsibility, which is a horizontal attempt to integrate environmental concerns into all
societal sectors. More specifically, sectoral responsibility means that all government agencies are
given a general responsibility to contribute to achieving the environmental objectives, while some
agencies are also assigned specific responsibilities to take measures and assess progress toward
particular objectives (Nilsson et al. 2007). On the other hand, the vertical approach of management
by objectives is used to organize the system of environmental objectives. In the Swedish
environmental MBO system, the government proposes national environmental objectives to be
decided upon by Parliament. Implementation of action strategies to attain the objectives, as well as
assessment of progress toward the objectives, is undertaken by civil servants at central agencies,
county boards, and municipalities. Specific national agencies have been made responsible for the
national coordination of each objective (Environmental Objectives Council 2006). In the regional
context, the 21 county administrative boards are, under the direct jurisdiction of the national
government, responsible for implementing and evaluating the environmental measures taken in their
counties. Regional implementation is cross-sectoral, characterized by dialogue with municipal
stakeholders from business and other sectors (Ministry of the Environment 2001). The 290
municipalities, which have far-reaching self-governance, for example, possessing some taxation
rights, are expected to take responsibility for local implementation of the national objectives. The
environmental objectives are not legally binding, and official documents on the environmental
quality objectives primarily advocate voluntary measures to achieve the objectives, in combination
with economic incentives (Dalhammar 2008).
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Earlier studies have revealed a fragmented image of the system of environmental
quality objectives in Sweden. Some researchers have referred to the system as an “effective and
communicable way of monitoring and evaluating systematically the overall direction of
environmental performance in Swedish society” (Nilsson et al. 2009, p. 8). The long-term approach
of the objectives, which span at least one generation, has also been seen as beneficial (Lundqvist
2004). In addition, the Swedish government emphasizes that society strongly supports the
environmental quality objectives (Government Bill 2009/10:155). Other studies, however, have
identified conflicts between the environmental objectives and other societal objectives (Wandén
2007), unclear roles and responsibilities in the environmental bureaucracy (Johansson 2008), and
imprecision in the formulation of the environmental objectives (Edvardsson 2004).
The system of environmental objectives was evaluated in 2009 (SOU 2009:83). In a
new Government Bill (2009/10:155), the government proposed among other things that the
Environmental Objectives Council, which formerly coordinated efforts to achieve the environmental
objectives, should be closed down and its tasks transferred to the Swedish Environmental Protection
Agency. Another proposal was that the government, not Parliament, should decide on new interim
targets.
Both the original and revised Swedish environmental MBO systems contain many
actors with many different roles and responsibilities. Studies have demonstrated that, at least in the
initial phase, the actors experienced considerable uncertainty as regards the distribution of
responsibilities, and they perceived the organization of the system as far from transparent (Johansson
2008; Riksrevisionen 2005).

Metaphors in environmental management
Earlier studies have demonstrated that metaphorical language is a salient feature of environmental
discourse (e.g., Bell 2005; Harré et al. 1999; Mühlhäusler and Peace 2006; Philippon 2004). The use
of metaphors is often regarded as necessary to explain complex environmental phenomena otherwise
8

very difficult for non-experts to understand. Among the more famous metaphors is that of “space
ship earth” (Boulding 1965), which, according to Princen (2008), is an appropriate metaphor to
support global environmental policy in that it connotes a fragile life-support system. Another wellknown metaphor frequently discussed in environmental discourse is that of the “lifeboat” (Hardin
1974), which alludes to Earth’s limited capacity to support its population.
The use of metaphors has also been studied in relation to organizations (Alvesson
2002) and organizational change. Some studies have addressed organizational change as a whole
(e.g., Abel and Sementelli 2005; Akin and Palmer 2000; Cleary and Packard 1992) while others have
studied the use of metaphors in various organizations, such as schools (Argaman 2008; Craig 2005;
Hannay 1996) or business enterprises (Dunford and Palmer 1996). In an analysis of how metaphors
could be used to improve organizations, Akin and Palmer (2000) stress that although metaphors are
figures of speech, they may strongly influence organizational development. Likewise, Abel and
Sementelli (2005) argue that metaphors are effective linguistic tools that may reduce uncertainty,
stress, and resistance in change processes in an organization. Analyzing the use of metaphors in
organizational change may reveal gaps between various actors’ values, goals, and practices (Abel
and Sementelli 2005). Moreover, when actors vary their metaphors in describing organizational
change, such variation could indicate awareness of the official voice of the organizational leadership
as well as individual positioning regarding changes in an organization (Argaman 2008).
Metaphorical language is an important and powerful component of human
communication, as metaphors “provide new intellectual vistas focusing attention on distinct facets of
the perplexities of life” (Varan 1998, p. 58). Metaphors have been demonstrated to play an important
role in anchoring abstract concepts in conceivable, well-known categories (Moscovici 1984), a
principle that should also apply to attempts to direct efforts to achieve environmental sustainability
through generally formulated objectives. Billig and Macmillan (2005, pp. 461–462) point out that
“structures of metaphorical meaning shape our understandings but we cease to notice them for their
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meanings operate unconsciously. The effects are ideological and the recovery of metaphorical
meaning then becomes a task of critical analysis.” According to Ravetz (2003), human activities are
both described and informed by metaphors that embody cultural and social values and thus help
shape practice. Hence, Ravetz calls for increased awareness of the prevalence of metaphors.
Several scholars have claimed that metaphorical language is not a question of the
uncomplicated transfer of concepts between contexts. Instead, according to Maasen and Weingart
(2000), metaphors have a constitutive function in that they alter the new contexts into which they are
moved, and are themselves changed by these new contexts. Others argue that metaphors transfer
meaning from one context to another, and are themselves a form of recontextualization (Linell
1998a,b; Wee 2005), i.e., a process in which a concept or message is taken out of its original context,
and subsequently put into new contexts. In the new context, new meanings may arise, since
metaphors bring to the new context “a whole cluster of epistemic as well as political and moral
implications” (Maasen and Weingart 2000, p. 21). Drawing on Foucault (1977), Maasen and
Weingart (2000, p. 21) argue that “discourse changed by metaphor reorganizes reality. In this way, in
the order of discourse, metaphors are effective elements in the interplay of power/knowledge” and
“can be described as a principle of arrangement and diffusion of knowledge.”
The studies of the use of metaphors cited above all deal with “traditional” metaphors in
the sense that one conceptual entity (e.g., “spaceship”) is used as a “source” or “vehicle” to
understand or represent another conceptual entity (e.g., ecosystem fragility) (cf. Wee 2005). In
contrast, the present study focuses on so-called orientational metaphors, which were frequently used
by the study’s informants. Orientational metaphors are claimed to be of special interest in the
analysis of metaphors as they are used non-metaphorically; in other words, they are powerful since
speakers rarely reflect on their metaphorical status (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). Lakoff and Johnson
(1980) point out that many concepts now used in an abstract sense were originally concrete and
physical, especially orientational metaphors that organize a system of concepts in spatial or temporal
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terms: up–down, in–out, fast–slow, and increasing–decreasing. Since orientational metaphors are
part of ordinary language, seldom reflected on as metaphors and thus appearing as “natural” ways of
perceiving the social world, they are powerful means of structuring the perceptions of environmental
management (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). Dyrberg (2009, p. 136) argues that orientational metaphors
“form part of our cognitive set-up as power/knowledge devices” and that they “play a political role
by bringing together various concerns thus giving them direction and by expressing something
abstract … in terms of something tangible and physical.”
Orientational metaphors are often based on the use of prepositions. Prepositions in
themselves form perceptual systems that describe dynamic relationships between activities and
settings (Pierskalla et al. 2007). In an analysis of spatial prepositions, O’Keefe (1999) argues that
prepositions play an important role in how we perceive and talk about spatial and social
relationships. For example, prepositions such as “under” or “in” bear connotations of influence, since
an object that is perpendicular to another and in contact with it might exert a gravitational force on it,
while an entity inside another might be confined by it. In other words, vertical prepositions, such as
“down” and “under,” can be used metaphorically to connote influence and social status.
In the analysis presented here, I have grouped various spatial terms used
metaphorically into the category of orientational metaphors. My analysis includes nouns such as
“top,” “bottom,” or “level,” adjectives such as “broad” or “distanced,” and verbs such as “reach out”
(cf. Landau 1999). In addition, I have included prepositions such as “up,” “down,” “in,” and “out,”
which bear metaphorical meanings of (social) influence and social status (O’Keefe 1999).

Method
This study is part of a larger project analyzing communication processes in the system
of Swedish environmental quality objectives (see Johansson 2008; Wibeck 2009 a,b; Wibeck et al.
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2006). The analyses presented here are based on data from eight focus group interviews with
politicians and civil servants in the Swedish environmental administration.4 Sweden was selected as
a case, since it is often cited as a frontrunner in environmental policy and implementation (e.g.,
Meadowcroft 1999; Nilsson and Eckerberg 2007; Wurzel 2002) and ranks high in international
comparisons of environmental policy performance (e.g., the Yale Center for Environmental Law and
Policy/CIESIN 2006). In international arenas such as the EU and the UN, Sweden has pushed the
environmental agenda, for example, in regard to the EU’s sustainable development strategy and the
Cardiff process (Nilsson et al. 2007). Hence, a case study of Swedish environmental management
could be expected to yield lessons relevant to other countries as well (Nilsson et al. 2007), although
possible cultural differences should be taken into account.
A focus group is a targeted group interview in which a small number of
participants discuss a specific issue, guided by a moderator (e.g., Puchta and Potter 2004;
Stewart et al. 2007). In the present study, group size normally ranged from three to six
participants.5 Focus group methodology was chosen since it lets informants elaborate their
arguments, and allows the expression of paradoxes and ambivalence (Marková et al. 2007). A
purposive sample of key actors involved in implementing and assessing environmental goal
achievement was selected. These actors were local politicians (one focus group including
municipal commissioners), civil servants from Swedish municipalities (one focus group
including municipal participants who had some experience implementing the system of
environmental objectives), county governors (one focus group including participants from
various geographical areas of Sweden), civil servants from county boards (two focus groups,
one in northern and one in southern Sweden), and civil servants from national agencies
responsible for implementing and assessing the national environmental objectives (three focus
4

Other analyses of this data are found in Johansson (2008).
However, in one group (the local politicians) only two participants showed up. This group would, in Toner’s (2009)
terminology, be regarded as a very small focus group (VSFG). Toner argues that VSFGs may well generate rich data and
that even in VSFGs typical group development stages occur, although interaction in larger groups may reflect more
variation, distance, and autonomy.
5
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groups, including civil servants who had special responsibility for specific objectives,
representing several of the agencies assigned responsibility for particular environmental
objectives). In total, 35 interviewees participated in the eight focus groups.
The focus group interviews were initiated by a moderator, who briefly introduced the
research project, the focus group method, and the four main discussion themes. The first theme
concerned how communication works in the environmental bureaucracy, both at an overall level and
especially regarding the assessment of goal achievement. The second theme concerned how
management by objectives works in practice. The third theme was explicitly related to the
assessment of goal achievement, and concerned the question of what can and should be measured.
The fourth theme concerned opportunities for feedback between various actors involved in the
system of environmental objectives. After her introduction, the moderator assumed a withdrawn role.
The groups were homogeneous in terms of organizational belonging, i.e., all participants in a single
group came from the national, regional, or local context. Homogeneous groups were chosen since
participants who share certain experiences and opinions are probably more willing to exchange ideas
and thoughts in a focus group (Jarrett 1993). However, break characteristics were also evident
(Knodel 1993), in that the participants worked with different environmental objectives or in different
municipalities, county boards, or central agencies.
The focus group discussions lasted 60–90 minutes. They were tape recorded and
transcribed verbatim. The analysis of the use of metaphors was inspired by methods for
analyzing communication strategies in focus group data suggested by Marková et al. (2007,
ch. 6). The first step was to inventory all instances in which the participants used metaphorical
language. Thereafter, a list of all the metaphors and the contexts in which they were used was
compiled. Next, the list of metaphors was categorized, i.e., all metaphors were grouped into a
category, such as temporal metaphors, metaphors associated with competition, and
orientational metaphors. For the purposes of this paper, I have chosen to focus on the
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orientational metaphors, a type of metaphor that, to my knowledge, has seldom been analyzed
in relation to environmental management. Nevertheless, I believe that an analysis of the use of
orientational metaphors, which “play an essential role by systematizing and directing
identification and signification” (Dyrberg 2009, p. 137), could enhance our understanding of
how actors in an environmental MBO system perceive their roles and responsibilities in the
system.
The interviews were conducted in Swedish, but the quotations cited here have
been translated into English and adapted to the conventions of written language.

A hierarchical system
As noted above, the participants in the present study frequently used orientational, mainly spatial,
metaphors to describe the organizations in which they worked. Much of this metaphorical system
was expressed through spatial prepositions. The metaphor systems used by the focus group
participants often had a clear vertical orientation, characterized by the continuous use of metaphoric
dichotomies, such as up–down, top–bottom, and higher levels–lower levels, by all informants
irrespective of their professional context. The analysis consequently finds evidence that a vertical
metaphor system permeated the thinking of participants situated in national, regional, and local
contexts, which is in line with previous observations of MBO systems (Passl 1993) and the idea of a
hierarchical system underlying MBO theory (Roth 2009). The following example is taken from a
focus group consisting of civil servants from several municipalities.
Example 16
But isn’t it about the lack of a comprehensive view? It is not there all the way—from the
government all the way down, sort of. For the municipalities it is difficult to shape a whole
when it isn’t the case anywhere else. (Local civil servants)

6

The metaphors are indicated in italics.
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In the excerpt, the municipal civil servant mirrors the hierarchical idea underlying
MBO, locating the government as “up” in the system of environmental objectives, and the
municipalities as “down.” Objectives are formulated at the national level and are to be
communicated “down” through the regional to the local levels. The civil servant expresses concern
regarding the lack of a comprehensive view of society, all the way from the top to the very bottom.
He argues that if the government, at the top, does not have a comprehensive view, the actors at the
local level (understood as the bottom) will experience great difficulties in formulating such a view.
Similarly, the participants in a focus group consisting of local politicians discussed how
they had experienced problems when the new MBO system was introduced as part of an earlier local
environmental management structure. The following is extracted from a sequence in which the
participants discuss how municipalities worked toward environmental objectives when the national
MBO system was launched in 1999:
Example 2
… in some ways it is a problem in this work, in a way, that you work very hard down here, and
then they come from up above saying something, and it doesn’t really agree …
(Local politicians)
In Example 2, the politician reflects on the fact that national or regional MBO systems
“from above” conflict with pre-existing work on objectives “down” in the local context. “Down” in
the municipal context, efforts to achieve environmental objectives had already started when the
regional and national objective systems were introduced “from above.” Thus, the local politician
describes a situation in which local self-determination collides with orders from “up above.”
Examples 1 and 2 illustrate the hierarchical idea of MBO as a pyramid in which
decisions are made at the “top” and implementation takes place at the lower “levels” of the
bureaucracy. The hierarchical power structure is reinforced by the use of the prepositions “up” and
“down,” which can be used metaphorically to express relationships of status (O’Keefe 1999).
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Locating an agent “over” other agents in an organization is a way of expressing that the agent who is
“over” exerts influence over or controls those who are “under” him or her (O’Keefe 1999). This
vertical conception, inherent to the hierarchical construction of the MBO system, is claimed to run
counter to the ideals of broad cooperation between actors in various sectors and across administrative
boundaries, ideals at the core of Swedish environmental policy (Nilsson et al. 2007).

Positioning oneself in a limited circle of actors
In addition to the vertical structure discussed above, some spatial representations that recurred
throughout the focus group data differed in orientation, i.e., “in” versus “out.” The participants
conceived of themselves as “inside,” while parties such as members of the general public, business
sector representatives, or actors in other parts of the environmental bureaucracy regarded themselves
as “outside.” The following example comes from a focus group consisting of civil servants from
several municipalities:
Example 3
I kind of see that one is very good at formulating lots of objectives, but somewhat poorer at
coming up with action strategies that really reach out all the way to the actors who will perform
the work. I can also see great shortcomings in the objectives that are being formulated now, in
that you haven’t actually reached out to the actors. So then not much will get done.
(Local civil servants)
The metaphors used by the participant create the image that the MBO actors are locked
inside a room and have more or less failed at the strenuous task of “reaching out” to the actors
located far from the policy makers formulating the objectives. The prevailing image of the
communication situation is one in which the focus group participants are “inside” and the actors they
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wish or need to communicate with are “outside.” Much effort was perceived as needed to “reach out”
from the environmental administration area to actors in other contexts. For example, participants
used spatial metaphors such as “we are far from those who are supposed to implement the
objectives” (civil servants from a national agency), or “we, the politicians, or others who work on
these [environmental] issues need to be out there talking to people” (local politicians). In this
respect, problems communicating with actors in other administrative contexts, or with laypeople, can
be attributed to mental and physical distance. The participants position themselves as belonging to
different arenas from those of the actors with whom they need to communicate.
Another recurrent theme in the focus group discussions was that the participants
positioned themselves and others at certain “levels” of the system, having limited contact with actors
at other “levels.” This can be seen as an example of the up–down hierarchy discussed earlier. In
addition, such talk of levels adds to the participants’ repeated construction of a metaphor system of
inclusion and exclusion. The following example comes from a group of civil servants from a central
authority discussing their relationships with actors in the regional and local contexts:
Example 4
I don’t think that … at least I have not read anywhere that we are expected to sort of manage the
entire chain down to the grassroots level that you talk about. For a start, I think it’s
impossible. And just like someone here said, when it comes to me, I can affirm that the level of
contact is fairly high, and then you expect others to take responsibility for the other levels. But
the contacts I have are primarily at our level, that is, the level of central authorities, and in some
particular cases, a few private contacts with particular counties and so on, but not in a very welldeveloped way. This means that I must admit that I have a very limited conception of what is
going on, even with my own environmental objective at other levels, in the counties. It is true
that the county boards report on it in various contexts, but there is not enough time to initiate
yourself into everything that is done, at least that’s what I think. So I’d better admit that I am
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fairly distanced from any better insight into what happens to the environmental objectives at the
local levels.
(Civil servant from a national agency)
In Example 4, the speaker frames his account in line with the other examples above
using vertical language. When discussing the actors involved in assessing the environmental
objectives, he describes them as located at different levels. In the quotation, the speaker positions
himself in a relatively narrow context of actors located at the same level in the system. He claims to
have a “very limited conception” of how the environmental objective he is responsible for is handled
at other “levels.” In other words, he positions himself in a locked-up area “distanced” from the
regional and local contexts. He claims to interact mainly with other actors located at the same level
as himself, i.e., they are horizontal contacts.
A collective identity is formed as the participants position themselves within a narrow
circle of actors. Such collective identity is repeatedly created and reformed through the discursive
processes of inclusion and exclusion. Sampedro (1998, p. 128) claims that
Collective entities develop into symbolic realms that, once reified in discourse, confer stability to the subjects’ selfidentities. In addition, that discourse is based upon a classification system inter alia. It allows the members of the
community to define themselves against the others, understood as those beyond the boundaries of the common social
space. Finally, it may also reproduce distinctions between “us” and “them” at the internal level in line with social
divisions, relations of power, and domination.

In other words, through the use of metaphors adding to the rhetoric of inclusion,
exclusion, and positioning, communication hindrances between actors in different contexts are
recreated and maintained. Different administrative contexts are conceived of as located at different
levels in a hierarchy, the national level being on top and the local level at the bottom. I argue that the
hierarchical construction of the MBO system mirrored in the use of vertical prepositions and
metaphors might comprise an obstacle to the properly functioning communication aimed at in
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Swedish environmental policy (Nilsson et al. 2007), since it limits the range of actors identified as
relevant to communication.
The use of the “chain” metaphor indicates, however, the existence of vertical
connections between the different levels. The “chain” metaphor not only lets us conceive of the
MBO system in hierarchical terms, as a pyramid of actors separated from each other, but also
connotes that the levels are interrelated in one way or another. In Example 4, the speaker depicts the
“chain” of actors as extending from those located at a “high” level, supposedly that of national
authorities, “down to the grassroots level,” which may be interpreted as comprising actors in the
various local contexts. Elsewhere in the discussion, the participants in the same focus group talked
about their responsibility to “report up to the Parliament and the government”; in other words, the
top of the “chain” was conceived as consisting of politicians in the national context. Nevertheless,
Example 4 indicates that, in practice, communication arenas are primarily aimed at the same “level”
as that at which the actors position themselves.

Positioning oneself in a broad, heterogeneous circle of actors
In contrast to the dominant way of talking about the organization of the environmental objectives
system in terms of “up” versus “down” and “in” versus “out,” there were also patterns of a counterdiscourse emphasizing cooperation, networking, and similarities. The metaphor “broad” was
frequently used in such sequences, as in the following example from a focus group consisting of civil
servants from various county boards. The sequence concerns working teams that helped formulate
regional environmental objectives. The teams consisted of stakeholders from the regional and local
contexts.
Example 5
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Participant A: How broadly were those groups composed? Were there companies and municipalities
and NGOs?
Participant B: Yes, there was broad-based representation. When we had decided on the objectives
last autumn, we arranged a conference lasting an entire day to which we invited
[participants] broadly [from across] the whole county—NGOs, companies,
municipalities, everyone. … We emphasized that we wanted to have the municipalities
as actors in those working teams.
(Civil servants from county boards)
The image conveyed by this example is one of horizontality, in which achieving
working group breadth is itself an aim. In contrast to the vertical system of metaphors described
above, aspects of differences in status are concealed in the horizontal metaphor, while aspects of
cooperation are highlighted. Arguably, one promise of the Swedish system of environmental
objectives lies in the broad-based cooperation between actors representing various social sectors
(Government Bill 2000/01:130; Lundqvist 2004). As previously noted, the government’s intention
when launching the system of environmental objectives was to implement “a broad environmental
strategy involving participants in all sectors” (Government Bill 1997/98:3). Moreover, the Swedish
MBO system is prefaced with the slogan “Allas ansvar” (everyone’s responsibility). The line of
reasoning in the quotation above would thus be in line with governmental intentions.
When examining the entire data corpus, it was evident that opposing types of
metaphors were expressed in the focus group discussions. None of the focus groups used only
horizontal or only vertical metaphors in talking about the organization of the environmental
administration. Instead, there was a constant mix of the two types of metaphors, the two metaphor
systems sometimes competing and sometimes coexisting in the focus group data. In some instances,
the participants explicitly reflected on the different metaphor systems, expressing a preference for
the horizontal system while lamenting that the vertical system is what is generally employed in
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practice. I interpret such reflection to play an important role in handling communication problems in
managing environmental objectives, as is further developed below.

Discussion
The examples quoted here illustrate the inherent conflict in the Swedish system of environmental
quality objectives between the national political vision of broad-based cooperation among a wide
range of actors and the necessity of instituting measures in all policy areas, on the one hand
(Government Bill 2004/05:150; Nilsson et al. 2007), and the hierarchical organizational ideas
underlying MBO as a steering technique, on the other. Management theorists, however, increasingly
accept that managers should operate both across organizations and within hierarchies (Agranoff and
McGuire 2003). Earlier studies have suggested that the fundamental challenge of contemporary
public management lies in the development of systems and people capable of integrating horizontal
approaches and traditional vertical, specialized management systems (Kettl 2002; Weber et al. 2007).
However, the analyses reported in the present paper suggest that the government’s horizontal
intentions were often overshadowed, and that the hierarchical construction of the MBO system
largely structured the thinking of the focus group participants. The major part of the metaphorical
descriptions used by the participants when discussing the organization of the system of
environmental objectives referred to environmental management as a hierarchical, vertical system
with a “top” and a “bottom,” much in line with textbook conceptions of MBO (cf. Passl 1993;
Rogers and Hunter 1992).
According to metaphor theory as discussed above (see the section “Metaphors in
environmental management”), the use of vertical metaphors not only reflects but may also help
confirm and reproduce the conception of a system of environmental quality objectives as a
hierarchical management system. In my view, the use of vertical metaphors may constitute a mental
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constraint to successful governance for sustainable development, in that it helps maintain and
recreate a hierarchical order constructed by the MBO technique, in which arenas for communication
are scarce, and in which actors at “lower levels” of the hierarchy have limited opportunities to
influence decisions and collaborate with actors at “higher levels.” Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argue
that spatial metaphors tacitly ascribe values; for example, the word “up,” when used metaphorically,
is usually given a positive connotation. Following Lakoff and Johnson’s argument (1980) that spatial
metaphors have a coherent structure, and building on the assumption that “good is up,” the more
influential an actor is, the higher the level at which s/he can be assumed to be located.7 For example,
on some occasions, the municipal civil servants and local politicians participating in the focus groups
positioned themselves “down” in the system, located at a lower level than actors from the county
boards or national agencies. This indicates a perception of a limited ability to act and exert influence,
which is in contrast to the independent jurisdictional role of Sweden’s municipalities in relation to
the government, the government’s regional spokespeople (i.e., the county boards), and the national
agencies.
The use of metaphors could be interpreted as one strategy for creating and maintaining
social representations (cf. Linell 2001; Moscovici 1984).8 In the focus group data, the use of
metaphors was a common communication strategy used to depict ideas of environmental
management in concrete terms, i.e., to reproduce the concept as an image (cf. Moscovici, 1984), for
example, as a pyramid, or as different levels located vertically above each other. According to
Moscovici, such images may subsequently become disengaged from the ideas or concepts with
which they were originally connected, and with time come to be treated as “elements of reality”
rather than as “elements of thought” (Moscovici 1984, p. 40). Given this process, it is obvious that
7

Even though Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) analysis is of the English language, similar expressions exist in Swedish,
with similar value loadings.
8
The concept of social representations could be defined as “a system of values, ideas and practices with a twofold
function: first to establish an order which will enable individuals to orient themselves in their material and social world
and to master it; and secondly to enable communication to take place among the members of a community by providing
them with a code for naming and classifying unambiguously the various aspects of their world and their individual and
group history” (Moscovici 1973:xiii).
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the metaphors used to describe the organization of a system of environmental quality objectives
strongly influence how the actors will understand the system and act within it. Nevertheless, one
should note that processes of metaphorically recreating a hierarchical, exclusive management system
are seldom conscious. Moscovici (1984) points out that social representations gain their power from
being unconscious, from leading “a life of their own” (Moscovici 1984, p. 13). Once the
representations have become established, or conventionalized, they are difficult to resist. They
become socially shared knowledge that is seldom questioned, and the power of such representations
lies in their unquestioned status. Not until we begin to reflect on these representations—perhaps in a
critical situation—can we talk about, challenge, and change them (Bauer and Gaskell 1999). In the
words of Marková (1996, p. 180),
As people are born into their social environment, they take it as much for granted as their natural and physical
environments. … Yet, people are also agents. They have specific ways of understanding, communicating and acting
upon their ontological realities. Once these realities engage their thought, people no longer re-produce and re-cycle
their social environment unconsciously or automatically. They also cognize and experience it with awareness. In
other words, they not only reproduce their ontological realities but they also engage in epistemological processes
and, as a result, they change their ontological realities by acting upon them.

In line with Marková’s line of thought, I argue for the necessity of reflecting on and
discussing the metaphors and social representations that form the views and understandings of the
relevant actors in the environmental objectives system (cf. Bauer and Gaskell 1999). Reflection on
the metaphors structuring environmental management activities would, among other things, help
those involved to handle communication problems that arise from the different conceptions held by
the different actors involved. In this regard, it is worth noting that the analyses reported here indicate
variations in the types of metaphors used by the informants. Even though vertical metaphors were
the ones most frequently used in the focus group discussions, they did merge with horizontal
metaphors. On some occasions, different participants used different types of metaphors, while on
others, both horizontal and vertical metaphors could be found in the speech of a single focus group
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participant. I interpret this as indicating negotiation about how the system of environmental
objectives should best be managed.
In some parts of the focus group discussions, participants emphasized the opportunities
involved when working horizontally across administrative and sectoral borders. This is in line with
how Meadowcroft (2007) suggests taking advantage of the distribution of power in governance for
sustainable development. Diffusion of power need not be seen as a problem; instead, it can be seen
as an opportunity, since it “establishes many channels for information to flow [through], and many
ways for feedback from social/environmental interactions to be articulated” (Meadowcroft 2007, pp.
306–307). Nevertheless, I argue that for such horizontal communication efforts to realize their full
potential, the structural constraints of the organization need to be taken into account along with the
psychological constraints discussed above in relation to the vertical metaphors dominating the
discourse of the participants. Are the actors given enough and appropriate resources to participate in
dialogues with actors from “outside” their own sectors and administrative “levels”? Do relevant
communication fora exist? Are mandates for different actors clearly articulated?
In conclusion, I argue that critical reflection on language use needs to go hand in hand
with critical reflection on how best to organize public management systems to achieve sustainable
development. More research is needed into the implications of combining the aim of involving a
large network of actors in attempts to achieve environmental objectives with a hierarchical MBO
system that organizes actors according to vertical dimensions of power and influence.
On a more practical level, I argue that efforts to achieve environmental objectives will
benefit from attempts to find new ways of involving relevant actors, and to identify more fora for
cross-cutting communication between actors from different societal sectors and “levels” in the
environmental administration. Such attempts should, in my view, be complemented with more
research into the types of metaphors that would support efficient environmental management.
Furthermore, MBO organizations would benefit from the active stimulation of discussion among all
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organizational actors concerning alternate ways of thinking and talking about “levels” in the
organization. It is plausible that such endeavors might, with time, alter the social representations of a
system of environmental objectives, i.e., how it is conceived of and anchored among the actors
involved in implementing and assessing the objectives.
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